[Brain MRI associated with chronic hepatic failure and hypermanganism].
Hypermanganism is primarily linked to inhalation exposure. Several observations of exogenous manganese poisoning have been reported associating neuropsychiatric symptoms, parkinsonian syndrome and hyperintensities of the two pallida on T1 weighted sequences on brain MRI. Recently, similar neurological and radiological signs have been described without exogenous exposure to manganese but in the framework of endogenous poisoning particularly in chronic hepatic failure. We report the case of a 41-year-old HIV-positive and HVC-positive man who presented psychomotor impairment associated with bipallidal T1 hyperintensities on the brain MRI. The diagnosis of a hypermanganesemia was made on blood samples. We present a literature review on exogenous and endogenous hypermanganesemia and discuss differential diagnosis in the radiological setting of bipallidal T1 hyperintensities. Bipallidal T1 hyperintensities on brain MRI may suggest hypermanganism even in the clinical setting of a non-specific neurological disorder such as psychomotor impairment.